
The Isabel farm –La Cuesta micro lot

The Isabel farm is a project that began in 2015, in which Albano is a
very important part of it, since he is the inspiration for his parents.
Which they want him to learn to appreciate the beauty of nature and
respect it, like all children, he can enjoy a carefree childhood and be
allowed to see that all the dreams he has in his life could become true if
he is persistent and has dedication.
harvesting coffee goes from generation to generation allowing us to
have memories of our childhood and seeking to improve many aspects
and learn how to take care of our environment. In modern times, many
children were involved in their parents' chores since they could not
leave the house, which raised the big question, Why? Is the usual
question of the little ones, and after this, he began to investigate some
aspects that caught their attention and projected in what could they
might be when they grow up, so Albano decided to dream of having a
delicious coffee, knowing that this implied having discipline in many
stages of the process and responsibility that he should contemplate to
achieve his goal with his parents’ support.

Cited by María Montessori
“There is no description, no picture, no book that can replace watching
real trees and all the life that surrounds them in a forest. Something
emanates from them that speaks to the soul, something that neither a
book nor a museum is capable of giving us”.
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3. Details

1. Producer date

Farmer (Representative) Albano Calle Duran

2. Coffee information

Ranking 1

Quality Cup (Score) 90.80

Name Farm Isabel farm

Micro-lot La Cuesta

Variety Geisha

Processing Natural

Auction lot size (lbs.) 78.69 ref.

Auction lot size (kg) 35.70 ref.

3. Micro lot Origin

Year 2020

Country Bolivia

Department La Paz

Province Caranavi

Municipality Caranavi

Canton Santa Fe

Community Loayza

4. Technical information

Altitude 1650 msnm

Latitude -15,763871

Longitude -67,608758

Soil type Clay loam

Production System Agroforestry

Coffee growing area 4 ha

Farm size 7 ha 

5. Cup profile

fragrance like lavender, Jazmin, ginger. plum like acidity, forest fruits, sweet wine notes, 

molt, lager beer, brilliant, intense acid, buttery body, long aftertaste, an explosion of tastes, 

persistent, tropical fruits, very clean, floral. Citric, very sweet, malic acid, intense body, 

blackberry taste, cranberry, apple peel like finish, exotic flowers.


